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Understanding laser-generated electron beam characteristics (source size, energy distribution, 

divergence) is the key to advancing these radiation or particle sources 

Monochromatic Kα x-rays 

Fast electrons create vacancies via 

electron impact ionization process in the 

cold target 

Bremsstrahlung radiation 

Broadband MeV x-ray emission via multiple 
Coulomb collisions during transit through the 

target material  

Ion acceleration 

Charge separation fields due to a collective 
displacement of a large number of electrons 

accelerate ions 

Positron production 

Pair production due to the interaction of atomic 
nuclei with either Bremsstrahlung radiation or 

relativistic electrons 
Picture: courtesy of Kwei-Yu Chu and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

Laser plasma interactions can provide table-top sources including 
electron, x-ray, γ-ray, ion, and positron beams 



Ideal Laser  

Any angle, any polarization 

Target of any material, any thickness 













Typical experimental target is a  
thin metal foil (Al, Cu, Au, etc.) 



Expanding “pre-plasma” is formed at the 
laser focus by “pre-pulse” 
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Main laser pulse interacts with “pre-
plasma” rather than sharp interface 



Laser-plasma interaction creates 
relativistic electron jet 



Electrons excited by laser are NOT thermal 

BIG disconnect between ion temperature—conduction electron temperature—laser-excited electron 



A curl of thermal and density gradients 
produce large B fields 

In general:  whenever there is a misalignment of “electron drivers” there will be induced magnetic fields. 

These magnetic fields can be enormous—many hundreds of MEGA Guass 



First thing about laser-plasmas you need to understand and memorize 



Second thing about laser plasmas you need to understand and memorize 









When an electron interacts with an intense laser, the Lorentz force 
due to the laser B field plays an important role 
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• In a plane wave, cB = E 

• When vx<<c, -evxB << -eE, Lorentz force is often neglected 

• This is a significant effect when Iλ2 > 1018 µm2 W/cm2  
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So NET current in the material  
(sum of hot + cold) is nearly zero 





This figure indicates that there is a large magnetic field within the target 
BUT we just argued that the return (slow) current balanced the forward (fast) current 



ANANSS AND 



Large internal magnetic fields arising from CURL of the Ohmic electric field due to return current 



The typical electron energy spectrum is 
quite broad  
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Target expansion (Link) 
Ponderomotive Heating (Wilks) 

Extended extreme high energy 
tail 



“Loop-injected direct acceleration” 
is a simple 3 step injection mechanism 





Sample tracks show LIDA 
mechanism 

Green shows early heating stage 
Black shows looping stage 
Red shows DLA and dephasing stage 
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Electron can be accelerated to high energies by direct laser 
acceleration using a high intensity laser  

λ = 800nm 

I = 2×1019 W/cm2  

I = 1021 W/cm2  



LIDA dominates “hot tail” 


